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The case for Managed
Futures in a world of
seismic shifts
We firmly believe that Managed Futures
(or Commodity Trading Advisors, “CTAs”)*
provide investment strategies that are well
equipped to capitalize on the seismic shifts
that are underway in the macro-economic
landscape and in global financial markets.
The end of the age of “Great Moderation”,
the return of the business cycle with larger
regional and sector dispersions, and changing
interdependencies in many investment
markets all create a backdrop that is favorable
for Managed Futures and their dynamic but
systematic investment approaches.

The basic value proposition of Managed Futures are twofold: For
one, trend-following strategies can significantly drive and enhance
investment returns. Capitalizing on the larger amplitude of market
swings is a likely source of future profit contribution. In addition,
the secular changes and complex interactions currently in play also
raise the possibility of newly emerging but ultimately persistent
market trends. While traditional investors tend to underreact to
novel and misunderstood trends, systematic strategies can capture
them agnostically, immediately and without any emotions.
The second indispensable merit of systematic and flexible trading
strategies lies in the diversification benefit and liquidity profile
they bring to multi-asset portfolios. The traditional negative stockbond correlation, for instance, is no longer reliable in periods of
rising inflation and thus requires alternative avenues for portfolio
diversification. As the gratifying recent performance shows,
Managed Futures are able to fulfil their role as an alternative return
source precisely in market phases when they are needed most.

Figure 1: The case for Managed Futures
Five secular forces driving future macro-volatility and complexity
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*The term “Managed Futures” encompasses different categories of systematic trading strategies (please refer to the brief primer at the end of this publication).
Throughout this paper, we will use the two general, top-level terms Managed Futures and CTAs (Commodity Trading Advisors) interchangeably when referring to
the broad universe of these strategies.
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Managed Futures as a
source of attractive
investment returns
Managed Futures (“MF”) managers, also
known as commodity trading advisors
(“CTAs”), are especially qualified to handle
the new environment we are currently
entering. The world is undergoing a series of
major transitions, which has created a new,
more uncertain environment that will likely
persist from here on out.

End of “Great Moderation” ushers in a more volatile macroeconomic environment
It may not always have felt like it, but in the past few decades,
we have lived through an age of “Great Moderation”. This is
because, for the last 30 years or so, economic aggregates, such
as growth and inflation, have swung around less frequently and
at a lower amplitude than in the more distant past. There were
various forces at play that dampened macro-volatility over time.
Receding inflation allowed central banks to focus on the downside
by preventing recessions and smoothing out the business cycle.

Flexible strategies best equipped to capitalize on seismic
shifts and emerging trends

Globalization integrated many national and regional economies
into a system that tended to stabilize itself by allowing goods,
capital and labor to move around more freely. In addition, national

Managed Futures (“MF”) managers, also known as commodity

economic policies were generally laissez-faire, providing companies

trading advisors (“CTAs”), are especially qualified to handle the

with a liberal and predictable regulatory framework. Similarly, the

new environment that we would characterize as the end of the
“Great Moderation”. They trade a broad range of assets, both

end of the Cold War and closer international cooperation secured
the world order relative to previously volatile geopolitics.

on the long and short side, and can thus capitalize on trading
opportunities wherever they may present themselves going

However, this era may now have finally come to an end. The world

forward. These strategies provide investors not only with flexible

is currently undergoing a series of major transitions, and their

exposures to equities and bonds but also with actively managed

mutually reinforcing interplay has created a new, more uncertain

positions across a wide array of commodity and currency markets,

environment that will likely persist from here on out. Here, we

attractive areas to trade given the current macro-economic forces

delve more deeply into five secular driving forces that we think are

at play. In the following section, we delve deeper into the forces

at the core of a more volatile future macro environment.

that will shape the economy and financial markets in the future.
Figure 2: End of an era? (Macro volatility over time*)
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Capturing new and misapprehended trends

Volatility, complexity, divergence and the re-birth of the
business cycle

With major secular forces possibly abating or even changing
A higher degree of uncertainty, volatility and complexity with

direction and new, not well-understood developments emerging,

regards to the future of the economy and politics, has, of course,

the world is bound to become more dynamic and complex. In

important implications for financial markets and, by extension,

financial markets, interdependencies may change as well, and

for optimal asset allocation. The return of the classic business

novel trends may initially be met with suspicion and denial by

cycle, with a larger amplitude in macro data than in the past, is

a large part of the investment community. An unbiased and

likely to subject markets to more volatility as well. The fierce

unemotional approach by adaptive and systematic strategies may

return of inflation, for instance, means that the “central bank

thus be best to deal with, and capitalize on, potential paradigm

put” of the past years, that has suppressed volatility and provided

shifts in a new era. Opportunities for trend-followers typically arise

a “buy-the-dip on policy support” environment, has probably

during highly uncertain transition periods following a crisis. This is

gone. Markets are again left to their own devices, which increases

when markets tend to recalibrate the price of risk across financial

the chances of temporary overshoots and dislocations. A recent

assets. The adaptive nature of Managed Futures greatly helps

example is the sharp rise in bond yields in the first half of 2022

investors to manage these transitions and profit from novel trends

as central banks around the world adopted a tighter policy and

early.

wound down their bond-buying programs. Volatility and trends
in currencies are also bound to stage a comeback as global
convergence in the economic cycle gives way to more regional
divergences again. We believe that this backdrop creates a fertile
ground for Managed Futures to perform.
Ability to profit full-circle
A case in point is that Managed Futures stand to profit from the
resurgence of the classic business cycle. They can go symmetrically
long and short in a very broad range of assets including all
commodity, rates, and FX markets and thus trade flexibly around
business and interest rates cycles. In addition, Managed Futures
are one of the few strategies that can comfortably profit from
being short equities and/or fixed income in bear markets – as
evidenced by market behavior in the first half of 2022. They can
also capitalize on significant price moves in commodities, especially
during highly inflationary or deflationary periods as we have seen
during the years 1970–80, 2000–2003, in 2008, and most recently
since the pandemic broke out in 2020.
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Deep-dive: Five secular
forces driving future
uncertainty and complexity
The sources of more macro-volatility are
manifold. Some of the important drivers are
existing secular forces that are likely to turn
in the future – or have already done so. Still
others, like the new scarcities arising from the
energy transition, are new and thus difficult
to fathom in their dynamic complexities.
Instead of attempting to create an exhaustive
and potentially very long list, we opted to
focus on, and briefly explain, the five major
secular driving forces as we see them:

secular forces have faded or have even partly turned. Slowing
globalization and the ascent of great power rivalries are
recalibrating global trade and financial flows, and that creates new
price pressures and inefficiencies. In addition, “Big Government”
is back to address inequality, climate change, and national
security, prompting larger deficit spending and more frequent and
far-reaching interventions. Decarbonization will likely be adding to
inflation by putting a price tag on the cost of emitting greenhouse
gases and through stricter environmental regulation overall. Thus,
the past decade’s low level of inflation is therefore unlikely to
return as price pressures are broad-based and will be structurally
higher in the years to come. The higher level of inflation has
already become a new constraint on policymakers’ ability to react
to growth concerns. This suggests that the business cycle could
again experience larger and more frequent swings around phases
of economic expansion and contraction.

1. Resurgence of structural inflation and the classic business
cycle

2. Retreat of globalization

The current bout of inflation is generally attributed to distortions

Perhaps globalization has already peaked around the Great

stemming from the global pandemic and the war in Ukraine.

Financial Crisis (“GFC”) in 2008/9, when regional property market

However, under the surface, a number of former disinflationary

busts and bank runs sent shockwaves across an interconnected

Figure 3: Inflation surge (Core CPI YoY % change for G7 nations)

Figure 4: Peak globalization? (World trade in % of global GDP)
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world. In its aftermath, a resurgence of populist and nationalist

that the political climate has changed towards a more active role

policies promised to provide relief from the economic pressures

of governments in economic affairs. Voters are increasingly asking

that globalization entailed for parts of the population. Moreover,

the state to intervene in liberal economies and bring about a more

the Covid-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine have created

equitable outcome. More frequent redistributions in various forms,

bottlenecks and disruptions and thus exposed the flaws of hyper-

such as taxes and transfers, are likely in the future, with uncertain

globalized supply chains, often resulting in critical dependency

macro-economic implications. Laws and regulations also proliferate,

on a few far-away suppliers of raw materials or intermediate

with the intention of guaranteeing inclusive employment practices,

products. Both businesses and governments will likely refocus

or preventing climate change and environmental pollution, to

on resilience and security of critical supplies and on higher self-

name just two possible justifications among many. Changing the

sufficiency in strategically important raw materials, energy and

rules and/or resorting to populist policies is bound to increase

technology. Trust between China and the West may further erode,

rather than decrease economic uncertainty. To contain social

fostering the division of the world economy into more regional

unrest and inflation at home, India and Indonesia, for example,

economic blocs and the (partial) unbundling of globalization. In a

have recently fallen back on protectionist policies on food and

less interconnected world, local business cycles could become more

agriculture, which further aggravates shortages elsewhere and fans

pronounced as they now lack the fully functioning pressure valves

inflation globally.

that the free flow of goods, capital and labor provided. Economic
imbalances will arguably take longer to dissolve, too – all of which

4. Revival of great power geopolitics

is bound to increase macro volatility in the future.

The former U.S.-led world order (“Pax Americana”) that hitherto
helped guarantee global stability and relative peace is now making

3. Rise of populism and interventionism (“Big Government”)

way for a new era of bi- or even multi-polar competition. This

In the past, bold and swift government actions were often borne

increases geopolitical risks as the revived contest for economic

out of necessity to intervene in times of crises, and thus helped

and military dominance and the shifting alliances around them

stabilize economies and markets. Going forward, this may no

introduce new uncertainties. Remarkably, the great power rivalry

longer be the primary raison d’être for economic policymakers.

of our days much resembles the one from the Cold War era with

Today, income and wealth inequality are undoubtedly at the

its delineation of East vs. West, now with Beijing and Washington

heart of calls for more government intervention. The increase in

at the respective centers of the two competing blocs. Such a

inequality is partly attributable to globalization, which gave rise

rivalry potentially fuels tensions and hostilities that can culminate

to nationalist tendencies. But the widened gap is more generally

in economic, financial, technological or even military conflicts.

a product of the post-GFC decade with its low economic growth,

In a world with heightened awareness for national security and

concentrated productivity gains, and ultra-low interest rates. More

self-sufficiency, economic relationships are being politicized and

recently, the global pandemic and its imposition of restrictions

access to markets and supplies is being weaponized. China’s

only exacerbated those differences. It is, therefore, no surprise

growing regional ambitions in the South China Sea, the strategic

Figure 5: Growing “Big Government”
(total government expenditures* in % GDP)

Figure 6: Tensions rising (Geopolitical Risk Index)
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Sino-US trade and technological conflict, the war in Ukraine and
Western sanctions against Russia, and the latter’s retaliations, are
all expressions of an intensified rivalry in a global world order now
in flux. Clearly, great power politics can have major economic
consequences and subject financial markets to politically driven
price gyrations or unforeseeable new trends.
5. Transition in energy and new scarcities

Averting climate change is top of the political agenda. But
decarbonizing an economy reliant on burning fossil fuels demands
huge private and public capital investments. Renewable energy
generation and the electrification of mobility also require vast
amounts of physical inputs, ranging from base metals, such as
copper, to rare earth elements, such as neodymium and many
others. But the mining capacity for many mission-critical materials
may, at times, be insufficient to meet the new demands. Similarly,
as the world economy continues to depend on traditional energy
sources today, strong capital discipline after the past decade’s
commodity slump, paired with ESG-related hesitance to invest in
new capacities, has resulted in a structural undersupply in certain
key commodities. Scarcities are thus likely to bite more often and
lead to temporary spikes in commodity prices. This trend is further
reinforced by the partial disentangling of globalization, geopolitical
bloc-building and politicization of market access. All this raises the
risks for more frequent and severe supply disruptions in commodity
markets – with repercussions for financial markets and the real
economy.
Figure 7: Electric Buildout (Minerals used in electric vehicles (EV)
compared to conventional cars; in kg per vehicle)
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Managed Futures as an
essential portfolio addition
Given that we are at the end of the road for
simplistic protection in an environment with
inflation flaring up, bonds may no longer
provide the diversification benefits we used
to enjoy in the past. How can investors still
achieve a broad diversification?

rates, mean that the asset class will likely fall short of its historical
returns, especially in real terms. And in an uncertain inflationary
environment, a less stable, and at times even positive, stock-bond
correlation (see chart below) significantly reduces the diversification
benefit of the asset class in portfolios. Investors are thus welladvised to revisit their allocation to traditional bonds and consider
the case for alternative investments and diversifying strategies.
Alternative stress relief

End of the road for simplistic protection
As purely quantitative strategies, Managed Futures typically react
to market developments, as opposed to trying to predict them.

In an environment with inflation flaring up, bonds may no longer
provide the diversification benefits we used to enjoy in the past.

Neither do they rely on stable correlation patterns, or any other

High starting yields, falling interest rates, and the negative stock-

historical behaviors that tend to persist “most of the time” – until

bond correlation had all supported the role of government bonds

the prevailing paradigm changes, often violently so. This ideally

as valuable diversifiers in traditional balanced portfolios referred to

positions them as alternative portfolio diversifiers. For that reason,

as “60/40” or “50/50”. But looking forward, both return prospects

Managed Futures have played an important role in the portfolio of

and diversification effects for traditional fixed income look rather

large institutional investors, as they provide a tool to balance out

dire. Low starting yields, coupled with an outlook for rising interest

traditional risk exposures.

Figure 8: Shifting correlation patterns (Inflation and correlation* between bonds and equities)
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Tightly risk-managed and less susceptible to liquidity events

A common misconception is that these strategies are long
volatility when in fact they are long ‘gamma’, which means that
they become progressively more exposed as trends solidify. With

A hallmark of CTAs is the fact that they are highly diversified and

trend-following strategies, new long positions are steadily built

tightly risk-managed by design. This may constrain their ability to

up as preferences rotate to new asset classes, which effectively

profit excessively from outsized moves in any single market, but

repositions the portfolio towards the market leaders. As a result,

it helps to contain their drawdowns during sudden changes of

the actual correlation of Managed Futures and equities depends

direction or when markets are congested.

on the market environment. And although this correlation is
not specifically designed to be negative, CTAs can nonetheless

Finally, the inclusion of Managed Futures can enhance the liquidity

provide temporary offsets to static market betas by continuously

profile of the portfolio. As their added value is in the design of the

and expediently adjusting risk exposures. In the past, this was a

trading strategies and risk management, CTAs are very conscious of

powerful way to alleviate downward pressure on the portfolio

transaction costs and slippage. Therefore, they typically operate in

during periods of extended market stress. The chart below

the most liquid futures and forwards markets across global equities,

illustrates this, using historic examples.

fixed income, FX and commodities. These markets tend to function

The diversification mechanic of Managed Futures is thus different

in orderly fashion, even when other markets, such as single stocks

from solely relying on bond duration as a “one-size-fits-all safe

and credit issues, suffer from a sudden dry-up in liquidity, resulting

haven” – an approach that had been rewarded over the past three

in wide bid/ask spreads, or temporary trading halts.

decades, but as laid out earlier, may no longer continue to do so in
the future. In other words, the classic barbell approach of reducing
portfolio risk by using a combination of high and low risk assets
could be of limited merit going forward. CTAs stand out as the
bullet strategy in the middle that is able to adapt to a changing
market environment.

Figure 9: Performance of managed futures strategies during equity market stress periods
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Investment performance in first half of 2022 a harbinger for

The following chart shows that the performance of Managed

the future?

Futures for this year to date was indeed broad-based, with positive
contributions coming from trading contracts in energy, metals,

Much of the investment case for Managed Futures is underlined

bonds, rates, and currencies, which strongly outweighed the

by the performance in the first half of 2022 – a period in which

negative contribution from the trading of equities during this

both global equities and bonds suffered significant losses. In

volatile but sharp down market.

stark contrast, Managed Futures profited from the strong trends
Managed Futures do especially well when markets move strongly

in a broad range of markets and thus delivered highly valuable
diversification to investment portfolios. The current inflationary

and decisively. Given the current macro-imbalances worldwide,

environment may persist for a while, turn into stagflation or, even

there is a good likelihood that this will be the case in the future.

worse, into an outright recession if central banks fail to tame

A diversified CTA portfolio combining different Managed Futures

inflation in an orderly way. History has shown that Managed

sub-strategies is in a good position to benefit from this new market

Futures can perform in a wide range of macro scenarios, even in

environment as described earlier.

inflationary periods and/or in times of rising interest rates.

Figure 10: Performance contribution in a diversified trend portfolio* (asset class contributions per 30 September 2022)
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Educational section: a brief
primer on Managed Futures
Managed Futures (“MF”), or Commodity
Trading Advisors (“CTAs”), may return on the
agenda of investors in the current environment. Let’s take the opportunity to take a
closer look at the nature of this alternative
asset class.

Trend-following CTAs on alternative markets, or so-called
exotic- or non-core markets, employ very similar investment
techniques as classic trend-following CTAs but focus in particular
on a much wider set of markets to follow trends. These could
include interest-rates swaps in emerging markets, European
carbon allowances and power markets, credit instruments, onshore
Chinese commodity markets traded via swaps, and many more.
Short-term trading CTAs trade based on various investment
techniques using primarily price, volatility and co-movements as

What are MF/CTAs?

input factors for their trading machines and signal-generation
process. These managers also invest across all markets but trade
fast and are highly adaptive, with an average trade length per

Managed Futures (“MF”), or Commodity Trading Advisors
(“CTAs”), generally employ directional strategies and look to

position of just a few days and some of their models even trading

exploit market trends or inefficiencies rather than focusing on

on an intraday basis.

single security analysis. CTAs received their name in earlier times
when commodities were the only futures traded on exchanges.

Quantitative macro managers, or systematic macro,

However, with the introduction of financial futures, today the

predominantly use any sort of macro-economic data points as

term is mostly used for systematic and computer-driven strategies

input in their systematic decision-making process. Such data

in liquid futures and forward markets that trade across all asset

could include interest rate differentials, CPI numbers, GDP data,

classes worldwide.

housing market information, job market data, money flows,
and many more. Some of these managers trade rather market-

Managed Futures managers differ from discretionary managers

neutral portfolios with limited directionality, while others have

in that the decisions to trade are fully automated and hard-

clear directional exposure in the way they invest and capture

coded. The strategies employed follow a clear trading logic based

opportunities.

on price patterns or fundamental macro-economic information
Traded markets and instruments

that is processed by machines instantly and implemented without
interference of human emotions.

While investing across global equities, fixed income, FX and
Four major categories

commodities, CTAs restrict their investment universe to include
only the most liquid contracts in these sectors. The breadth and

Trend-following CTAs are the most well-known category in the

depth of markets is particularly important for systematic traders

Managed Futures universe and have been around for four decades.

because model-based investing needs a reliable price discovery

These CTAs follow any form of price chart to identify positive and

mechanism and the ability to execute as close as possible to the

negative price trends that they capture using various investment

prices signaled by the models. Futures and other derivatives are

speeds to follow medium- to long-term trends in markets. Classic

the most effective and efficient instruments for them to trade

trend-following CTAs trading the core market instruments have

as they afford the liquidity and transparency to transact quickly

historically shown some of the best downside protection feature

and opportunistically and this enables them to implement tight

during equity market crises and dislocated markets.

risk management rules. Such futures are available in a multitude
12
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of macro instruments such as any commodity market, sovereign
bonds, short-term interest rates, developed- and emerging market
currencies, global equity indices and even single stocks of large
corporations. However, single stock futures are only rarely traded
by Managed Futures advisors.
Evolution and innovation
The quantitative investment universe has been expanding at a
rapid pace. New investment strategies, beyond the well-known
Managed Futures sub-strategies, are becoming increasingly
available. Big data, artificial intelligence and alternative data sets
combined with massive computing power lead to new algorithmic
trading strategies, which were not available a few years ago. Our
manager selection team is active in monitoring and investing in
new attractive Quant managers as we identify them. We believe
that Managed Futures and other Quant strategies should be part
of any diversified portfolio and that an investor will be rewarded
with uncorrelated and attractive returns regardless of the market
environment in the future.
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Our journey in
Managed Futures
– more than 20
years as a principle
investor
LGT Capital Partners has been investing in Managed Futures
since 1999 and in the year 2000 established its own proprietary
managed account platform. By allocating to Managed Futures
strategies via segregated managed accounts (“SMAs”), our
investment team has full position-level transparency into the
underlying holdings on a daily basis. And as such, we like to talk
about MF as a ‘White Box’ rather than using the misleading ‘Black
Box’ terminology. The underlying strategies follow a clear trader
logic, intuitively make sense, and systematically execute on this
logic; additionally, via SMAs we can see the result and market
exposure at any given moment, with full access to all position data.

LGT Capital Parters` experience in systematic strategies
20+ years track record in

USD 3bn+ invested in

systematic strategies

systematic strategies*

Managed futures/CTA

2000
Principal investor in quantitative strategies
2007
Early developer of alternative risk premia strategies
2012
Initiation of advanced quantitative strategies research at
the intersection of natural language processing, dynamic
behavioural modeling and machine learning

2014
Inception of internally developed, innovative and dynamic equity
downside risk mitigation strategy

* AUM are estimated and subject to change
Source: LGT Capital Partners
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BILLION
85 USD
AUM

600+ INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS

13 LOCATIONS
WORLDWIDE

650+ EMPLOYEES
GLOBALLY

1

LGT Capital Partners is a leading alternative investment specialist
with over USD 85 billion in assets under management and more
than 600 institutional clients in 43 countries. An international
team of over 650 professionals is responsible for managing a
wide range of investment programs focusing on private markets,
liquid alternatives and multi-asset class solutions. Headquartered
in Pfaeffikon (SZ), Switzerland, the firm has offices in New York,
Dublin, London, Paris, Vaduz, Dubai, Beijing, Hong Kong, Tokyo,
Raleigh, San Francisco, Luxembourg and Sydney.

LGT Capital Partners Ltd.
Schuetzenstrasse 6
CH-8808 Pfaeffikon
Phone +41 55 415 96 00
Fax +41 55 415 96 99

LGT Capital Partners (USA) Inc.
30th Floor
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Phone +1 212 336 06 50
Fax +1 212 336 06 99

LGT Capital Partners (Ireland) Ltd.
Third floor
30 Herbert Street
Dublin 2
Phone +353 1 433 74 20
Fax +353 1 433 74 25

LGT Capital Partners (U.K.) Limited
1 St. James’s Market
London SW1Y4AH
Phone +44 20 7484 2500
Fax +44 20 7484 2599

LGT Private Debt (UK) Ltd.
1 St. James’s Market
London SW1Y4AH
Phone +44 20 7484 2500
Fax +44 20 7484 2599

LGT Private Debt (France) S.A.S
43 Avenue de Friedland
75008 Paris
Phone +33 1 81 80 5600

LGT Private Debt (Germany) GmbH
Neue Mainzer Strasse 6-10
60311 Frankfurt am Main
Phone +49 69 505060 4701
Fax +49 69 505060 4155

LGT Capital Partners (FL) Ltd.
Herrengasse 12
FL-9490 Vaduz
Phone +423 235 25 25
Fax +423 235 25 00

LGT Capital Partners (Dubai) Limited
Office 7, Level 3, Gate Village 10
Dubai International Financial Centre
P.O. Box 125115
Dubai
Phone +971 4 401 9900
Fax +971 4 401 9991

LGT Capital Partners (Asia-Pacific) Limited
4203 Two Exchange Square
8 Connaught Place Central
G.P.O. Box 13398
Hong Kong
Phone +852 2522 2900
Fax +852 2522 8002

LGT Investment Consulting
(Beijing) Ltd.
Room 1516
China World Tower 1
1 Jianguomenwai Ave
Chaoyang District
Beijing, P.R. China 100004
Phone +86 10 6505 8225
Fax +86 10 5737 2627

LGT Capital Partners (Japan) Co., Ltd.
9th Floor, Okura Prestige Tower
2-10-4, Toranomon, Minato-ku
105-0001 Tokyo
Phone +81 3 6272 6442
Fax +81 3 6272 6447

unaudited. This document is provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It
does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or
sell financial instruments or services and does not release
the recipient from exercising his/her own judgment. LGT CP
recommends the recipient checking whether the information provided is in line with his/her own circumstances with
regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences,
if necessary with the help of a professional advisor. This document may not be reproduced either in part or in full without the written permission of LGT CP. It is not intended for

persons who, due to their nationality, place of residence, or
any other reason are not permitted access to such information under local law. Every investment involves risk, especially with regard to fluctuations in value and return. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that
the foreign currency might lose value against the investor’s
reference currency. It should be noted that historical returns
and financial market scenarios are not a guarantee of future performance.

LGT Capital Partners (Australia)
Pty Limited
Level 36 Governor Phillip Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000
Phone +61 2 8823 3301

Legal Information
This material was produced by LGT Capital Partners Ltd.
and/or its affiliates (hereafter “LGT CP”) with the greatest
of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief following the principles of good faith. LGT CP provides no
guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and
does not accept any liability for losses which might arise
from making use of this information. The opinions expressed in this document are those of LGT CP at the time of
writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are

LGT Capital Partners Ltd.
Schuetzenstrasse 6, CH-8808 Pfaeffikon
Phone +41 55 415 96 00, lgt.cp@lgt.com
www.lgtcp.com

